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Repairs are typically captured through arrangements with tow truck drivers paid on commission, although in 

NSW there is a significant proportion of operators only targeting inflated hire car costs, such as $180-a-day for 

a Toyota Corolla. Where tow trucks and repairers are involved, upon identifying a not-at-fault customer vehicle 

that has been damaged by an insured vehicle, the driver tows the vehicle directly to the smash repairer 

circumventing standard insurance assessment and repair processes. 

The repairer then usually arranges a costly repair for the not-at-fault customer, on the assurance that any and 

all costs will be recovered against the at-fault party’s insurer. Some of these cases simply involve extremely 

high storage fees totalling thousands of dollars. Others include a replacement hire car at inflated rates and a 

pro forma contract that allows the repairer to authorise repairs and other costs – such as hire cars - without the 

insurer’s consent, an activity that is in breach of section 4.1 of the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry 

Code of Conduct.
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In some cases the repair can also be substantially delayed in order to further inflate the storage and hire car 

costs. This results in an overall repair cost that is much higher than standard market rates. A related solicitor or 

debt recovery agent then seeks a recovery of these costs against Suncorp on behalf of the not-at-fault 

consumer. 

An example of this practice has been described by NSW-based Smash Repair Lawyers’ on its website, which 

states: 

“Smash Repair Lawyers has a track record of successfully recovering money owed to smash repair 

shops by people who cause damage to other vehicles. We are successful because the threat of 

litigation makes it uneconomical for third parties to allege that repair bills presented by our clients are 

unreasonable.”
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The website goes on to provide an example of what appears to be panel damage to a Toyota Ute that was 

originally assessed at costing $1,874. Instead the charges came through at $5,841 for the insurance company 

involved. Deducting the lawyer’s fee, the repairer was paid $4,616. 

Everyone has a right to obtain legal representation if they consider it necessary. However, Suncorp is 

concerned about the adverse and unnecessary impact on prices for customers and on the quality of customer 

outcomes. 

These groups target the not-at-fault consumer after an accident because these consumers are third parties to 

the contract between the insurer and the at-fault consumer. This means these consumers are not governed by 

the at-fault-consumer’s insurance policy processes and terms. 

The implications for consumers are significant with repair times doubled on average. Uninsured consumers 

can be left liable for the demands of associated hire car costs and inflated costs of repairs, having been given 

no opportunity to mitigate or manage these costs, often through a lack of transparency and fair dealing.  

The contracts used by these operators also typically leave the not-at-fault consumer liable for any shortfall 

between their repairs and hire car demands and the settlement agreed with the insurer. Further, consumers 

are unable to make use of many of the protections offered under the General Insurers Code of Practice and 

the FOS, as the work has been completed without insurer knowledge or approval.  

Figure 1 shows the difference between what is finally paid to these parties compared to a Suncorp managed 

process with a repairer acting in accordance with the Code. As noted above, the number cases have increased 

exponentially over the past six months.   
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